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    Since the 1960s Digital Signal Processing (DSP) has been one of the most intensive fields of study in electronics. However, little has been produced specifically on linear non-adaptive time-variant digital filters.
	The first book to be dedicated to Time-Variant Filtering     
	Provides a complete introduction to the theory and practice of one of the subclasses of time-varying digital systems, parametric digital filters and oscillators 
	Presents many examples demonstrating the application of the techniques     


 An indispensable resource for professional engineers, researchers and PhD students involved in digital signal and image processing, as well as postgraduate students on courses in computer, electrical, electronic and similar departments.
     
    Since the expansion of integrated circuits technology, digital signal processing (DSP) has become inseparable from modern electronic systems. Dedicated to the analysis of linear time-variant digital systems, this book provides a unique guide to the fundamentals, implementation and applications of parametric digital filters and oscillators. 

    An Introduction To Parametric Digital Filters And Oscillators presents:     

	An introductory chapter for those who need to refresh their knowledge of DSP.     
	Complex theoretical concepts and practical examples in an easy-to-understand format.     
	Alternative operation modes of time-varying systems.     
	Unique characteristics of digital parametric oscillators.     
	Numerous illustrations of how small changes in system parameters influence their properties.     


 This book is an essential tool for practising electrical and electronic engineers specializing in signal and image processing, control systems, radars, and navigation systems. Research fellows and postgraduate students will also find the practical examples useful. 
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Managing Government Employees: How to Motivate Your People, Deal with Difficult Issues, and Achieve Tangible ResultsAMACOM, 2007

	Managing government employees presents unique challenges. Government managers may feel that stringent and convoluted regulations mean they "can’t do that." Some others may use that perception as a crutch. But the truth for all of them is, yes, they can "do that" -- and they’d better. "That" means...
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CRC Handbook of Medicinal SpicesCRC Press, 2002
"Let food be your medicine, medicine your food." -Hippocrates, 2400 B.C.  When the "Father of Medicine" uttered those famous words, spices were as important for medicine, embalming, preserving food, and masking bad odors as they were for more mundane culinary matters. Author James A. Duke predicts that spices such as capsicum,...
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Wireless Security Essentials: Defending Mobile Systems from Data PiracyJohn Wiley & Sons, 2002
Protect your wireless systems from attack with this clear-cut guide on how to implement proven security methodologies
    
    Effective security is the most important element now missing from most wireless networks. Vulnerabilities in these networks leave them open to eavesdropping, session highjacking, data alteration and manipulation,...
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Cooperative Communications and Networking: Technologies and System DesignSpringer, 2010


	Over the past years, there has been a considerable research activity in the field

	of wireless cooperative communications and networking. By now, this field has

	reached a mature level and there is a definite need to organize research results

	and present them in a unified manner. This is precisely the objective and

	strength of...
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Optimizing Windows 7 Pocket ConsultantMicrosoft Press, 2011

	Portable and precise, this pocket-sized guide delivers ready answers for optimizing the performance of your Windows 7-based PC. Zero in on core tuning, customization, and troubleshooting tasks using quick-reference tables, instructions, and lists. Topics include system boot and startup, software and hardware, search and indexing, system...
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The Psychology of Food Choice (Frontiers in Nutritional Science)CABI Publishing, 2006


	We all eat foods every day and in Western societies we are confronted with a

	vast array of different types of foods with different prices, offering different sensory

	experiences and of varying composition in terms of nutritional components.

	Although the proportion of income spent on food has declined, food nevertheless

	remains...
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